We study the oscillatory behaviour of a gene regulatory network 
Introduction
The fundamental unit of life is the cell. Organisms may consist of just one cell or they may be multicellular. The multicellular organisms organized into tissues which are groups of similar cells arranged so as to perform a specific function. One may view cell life as a collection of networks interacting through proteins, RNA, DNA and small molecules involved in signaling and energy transfer. These networks process environmental signals, induce cellular responses and execute internal events such as gene expression, thus allowing cells and entire organisms to perform their basic functions. These control and communication networks can be relatively simple (in bacteria) or they may be incredibly sophisticated (in higher organisms). In addition to their own needs for survival and reproduction, cells in multicellular organisms need additional levels of complexity in order to enable communication among cells and overall regulations. In living organism, proteins are the functional molecules. They are synthesized in a regulated processes known as Gene Expression (GE). So, gene expression and regulation are of fundamental importance in cell. Again, proteins from one gene regulate the expression from other. In this way, gene regulatory networks have grown inside the cell. There can be other type of networks like metabolic networks, protein-protein interaction networks etc 1 . In general, the structure or architecture of the networks determines the function of the networks 2 . It is observed that positive and negative feedback loops are very common motifs in biological networks. They occur frequently in different gene regulatory and cell signaling circuits. In general, it is known that positive feedback loop induces a switch like behaviour and bistability and that negative feedback loop produces oscillations, suppresses noise/fluctuation effects etc. The loops are often coupled to perform various functions in the networks acting as bistable switches, oscillators, excitable devices etc. 3−9 .
Rhythmic phenomena represent one of the most striking manifestations of dynamic behaviour in biological systems 10−13 
Interlinked gene transcription regulatory network: The model
We consider a gene regulatory network consist of three genes X, Y and Z which synthesizes three proteins x, y and z respectively. Three genes form a closed loop structure and the product of each gene represses the synthesis process from other in a cyclic way starting from X to Y to Z. In addition to that there is a autocatalytic positive feedback loop in X. The network architecture is identical to the module considered by Tsai et al. 16 . Only difference is that, the network module considered by Tsai et al. is regulated at the degradation level but in our network the regulation is achieved at the synthesis level. The notwork is shown in Fig. 1 . The dynamics of the network is driven by the following coupled nonlinear differential equation.
(1)
The equations contain basically three different kinds of terms, viz., degradation, negative transcription or repression and autocatalysis. The oscillatory behaviour (Figs. 2 and 3 ) of the interlinked gene transcription regulatory network is studied by varying the different rate constants. We solve the coupled nonlinear equations to observe oscillation numerically by Runge-Kutta 4 technique. To verify the stability of the network, we consider the random parameter values in the range given in Table 1 . We observe that 500 out of 8404 parameter sets (5.94%) yielded the oscillations in presence of positive feedback loop. But in absence of autocatalytic positive feedback loop we observe that 500 out of 7937 parameter sets (6.3%) yielded the oscillations.
The last result (network without autocatalytic feedback loop) is completely different from the result of Tsai et al. 16 . To study the role of positive feedback loop in the network we measure frequency and amplitude of oscillations from the 500 oscillatory data sets with different rate constants as variable. Then we take a particular set of rate constant chosen from the 500 sets of parameter values for which oscillations are observed. When we vary the repression strength (k 1 ) on X, we observe that frequency remains constant over a wide range of amplitude. As the positive feedback strength increases the range of amplitude of oscillation over which the frequency remains constant increases (Fig. 4) . But if we vary the degradation rate constant (k 2 ), we observe that amplitude remains constant over a wide range of frequency. The autocatalytic loop in X increases that behaviour further (Fig. 5 ). Same behaviour is observed when both k 1 and k 2 varies simultaneously (Fig. 6) . This observation shows that the degradation rate has more impact on the oscillatory behaviour of the network. Fig. 7 shows that amplitude remains constant over a wide range of frequency when varied the autocatalytic positive feedback strength k 7 . 
Conclusion
We study a gene regulatory network with interlinked positive and negative feedback loop. The loop produces two different modes of oscillation. In one mode (mode 1) frequency remains constant over a wide range amplitude and in other mode (mode 2) the amplitude of oscillation remains constant over a wide range of frequency. For circadian rhythm, mode 1 oscillation is very important because organisms try to maintain a constant frequency of their daily clocks in spite of the variation of the environmental condition.
Mode 2 oscillation is important for heart beat or cell cycle for which fixed amplitude of oscillations is very much crucial in different frequency region.
Our study reproduces both features of oscillations in a single gene regulatory network and show that the negative plus positive feedback loops in gene regulatory network offer additional advantage. We identified the key parameters/variables responsible for different modes of oscillation. The network is flexible in switching between different modes by choosing appropriately the required parameters/variables. Therefore, gene regulatory networks with interlinked positive and negative feedback loops work as more superior oscillator rather than the signaling networks.
